OFFENDING
WEBSITE
SA SITE

Please take note, neem kennis; we
have been informed by persons on
another website and by people
who have visited the site that
some of these people take
pleasure in slandering
AFRICANPREDATOR.COM.
---------------------------------------It is written that on one instance a specific person by the
name of Marie (sic), that he in his own words” pasop, ek het
my vingers lelik gebrand” when speaking about the quality of
our items he bought, items he never bought.
I would like to clarify that this person has never bought a
thing from us and I challenge him to show a receipt of items
he bought from me in his name, he will not be able to do
that, as he and others on this site are getting kicks out of
talking down and even as one person puts it, “I am rubbish”.

This person has never met me; it makes me sad that people
will try discrediting others just because they feel like spitting
out garbage, and because of jealousy have gone this route. I
challenge him to put a copy of the invoice for the things he
bought on the website, big talk as he is, he is a liar and
clearly suffers from his own small town mentality.
I am pretty sick of these small minded people – it is a pity
none of them try to manufacture and market what we do,
instead of sitting behind a computer, with no stones spitting
out garbage.
We have been in business over 25 years now, and if our items
are so bad how come we have no competition and are still
around on this planet, we introduced a SA made digital caller
last year and the quality is the same if not better than
imported ones in many respects, but to them it will still be
junk, as they are so good at criticizing….but not developing.
They chose to mention that we are like a Verimark advert
with all our giving away of free items if you buy something, it
is all called marketing, and if our site offends others then
simply don’t look at it, it is amazing that they have chosen to
slander our business and say its so bad but all of them visit
our site OFTEN!………………………
It is amazing that you can go visit a person, on our arrival
take his family gifts including his son gifts, and to him give
camo apparel, the latest (then) TNT laminated imported
predator calls, an entire range, Natgear camo, about 10
imported VHS calling videos or more, other callers, and a box
of all predator related stuff and DVD’;s and cd’s, pay your
way, pay his fuel, pay for food while living at him, taking
them out to supper at a local bar, and then have him and his
son stay with us when they passed by the Cape when we
lived there, but he will slander us on the web, claiming to
burn his fingers and that our products are rubbish, when he
never bought a single item from us at all, amazing how a
person can go so low – I bet he never told his friends on the
forum all this! And also that on a hunt my client filmed
footage that we all agreed to try market to sell to an

American company in exchange for specific items, and I
negotiated with them keeping this guy and his brother
informed all the way, all mails etc was forwarded to him so
they could see exactly what was happening and we all agreed
to equal shares, I made sure we all got equal, being honest
and open, but again now I am slandered… I wonder if he tells
his friends all this also…….
I am so sick of people like this who sit behind computers
with no stones who spit such crap out to the public who
don’t know the story, the true story! I could mention other
things here also that will really shock people about a specific
person on this so called forum, but I will not get into that.
This is just to warn and explain my side of things, another
person wrote, they paid money into our account and had to
fight to get it back after we had it as it was paid to us by
mistake.
Again they fail to say it as it was, they paid me money and it
was not for anything, he paid in my account by mistake, his
partner called me, and I told her I am back in a week from
farm and will pay her, 5 days later at the end of that month I
paid them the money on my return, he never had to fight at
all, but again seems people on this forum seem to like
slandering us.
Simply it is called jealousy, as they don’t have what we have,
and also because we offer tons of info for free, other people
share zilch and you must buy it on e books and stuff…so
here we give things away and that’s still a problem to them,
and they say we look for ways to make money out of you,
mmmmmmm maybe they should look around them..(The
Verimark remark) – this is just another person with an axe to
grind – and also because we are not one of the manne, BUT If
I sent them all free digital electronic callers they will all
praise me, and say to all their friends, BUY Gary’s stuff it’s
great!” but because we are not one of the manne, they decide
to slander us, people saying don’t buy his stuff when they
themselves have bought nothing at all and have not seen the

quality themselves. Another reason why they dislike us is
because we are English and not Afrikaans, and this is a
problem, there are a lot of issues between English and
Afrikaans speaking people – shame get over it! Not saying
all do, but some have issues about that for sure, seem to
think Afrikaners are superior to English people. You can
sukkel all weekend to speak Afrikaans at a farmer’s farm
out of respect and the Afrikaner will not try at least to
say one word in English…seem to have the attitude of
“wat weet hy, hy is mos n Engelsman” you may not like
these comments but they are true! I have been around
long enough to know what goes… again not everybody is
like this but the majority are that I have met.
Anyway, as I said before BULLSHIT BAFFLES BRAINS, so if you
decide to look at a local forum be aware of the attempts to
discredit us, to those who claim our items are junk, why did
you never complain? Call and want a replacement or
refund??? Simple- because you bought nothing, and if you did
the show me the receipt as I give receipts on all sales! You
people wanted to start a war, so I will challenge and retaliate
its simple, I am pretty sick of this crap now.
Just for the record, I have sold lighting, lenses, chairs, cages,
hand callers and till TODAY I have never had any complaints,
been selling it for years, funny nobody I know has “lelik hulle
vingers gebrand” a local hunting magazine reviewed my stuff
a year back, strange that the writer could blow my calls, and
with success also, and that he said they are equally as good
as imported ones and worked for him, but on this forum as
usual the stuff could not make a sound…. Another thing that
puzzles me, is that the forum when you read the comments
it is always the same old small minded people who complain,
a small click of them with agendas and big axes, sitting in a
circle with nothing to do but spit of crap and bring down a
person they don’t even know, amazing that they never get
tired of showing the others that they clearly have an axe to
grind…………… they even seem to find it a problem that we

give free gifts away, it must be hard for some people to look
at themselves and wish they could work and manufacture
stuff with their hands, instead they hide behind a computer,
slander you, discredit you like the cowards they are.
But again if I was to send all the moaning forumers one of
these calls and a nice digital electronic on that forum, I
would be the greatest, they would praise me, but because I
am not one of the manne I am an outcast, shame man…..
jealousy and denial are two of the worst diseases to suffer
from.
As I say if I gave them all some of these callers I would be the
greatest thing since sliced bread, but because I am not one
of the manne, it will always be crap and they cant blow it, but
everybody else can…………………….
These hand calls will compare with the best imported callers
on the market today, make superb sounds and as I have said
on my adverts, and again I will say it, if you don’t like them
or so, I will refund you your money including postage…….
Funny, so far I have never had to refund anybody.
And again to the people on that forum, if I had to refund
anybody show the refund slip, again nobody will show a
thing as all they are – are individuals with large axes to grind.

This model I make at right will compare in
quality to any American caller.

In my time on this earth I have met people
from every walk of life, including people like
this that are all talk, they cannot face you
head on instead slander and spit out
rubbish about you, but the wheel turns
somtimes slower for others, but it
does.............................be careful of this SA
forum.

This is why I dont have a forum on my site, to
many people with nothing to do, but bitch and
talk crap about other people, talk about the
same old thing on a forum except they address it
in about 100 different ways, people who pass
down judgement on people and things they have
never seen or met and are bored with life, it
must be hard to be like them.

Amazing how the writer can blow the calls just
fine, but the professional jackal hunters
cannot.............................

When I grew up, I had no brothers and sisters, all the company
I had was adults so maybe I grew up better and faster, maybe
these slanderous people had sisters, brothers etc and had
more childish company when young and till this day still have
not grown out of it, with childish and petty remarks..... we can
be glad not all of us are so small minded and many of us grow
up faster except this bunch of fools... the others on this so
called forum must often wonder why they dont give it a rest,
seeing its always the same small hive nest creating a buzz.

Be careful of the BBB
thingy......... Bullshit Baffles
Brains.

